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Abstract Spirit forest at 2 communes Chieng Xinh and Chieng mai has been examined. Traditional regulation, local knowledge on spirit forest and community forest protection has been analyze and documented using participatory approach. Standard vegetation measurements has been carry out in several spirit forest at Son la province The result showed that Thai people at Son la province recognize 2 type of spirit forest. The first is worship forest where people practice religious ceremony; today this type of forest was heavily degraded, with the common size less than 1000 m2 per commune, which is not capable of saving biodiversity value. However spirit forest still playing certain spiritual and cultural roles and are important in environmental education for young generation in the mountainous area. The second is gosh forest or graveyard forest. Each village has about 5 ha of gosh forest, which are well protected and respected by all local people. It was estimated that there are about 12,000 ha of gosh forest in Sonla province. The protection of gosh forest was mentioned in both traditional Thai law and new village regulation Gosh forest can be classified as IIIa, IIIb, average volume is 100-150 m3/ha with a diversied species composition. Valuable species are Lithocarpus ducampii, Prashorea chinensis, Cinnadenia paniculata, Canraium tramdenum, Choerospondias axillaris. However it's still missing some key species of the North-West area such Asaltingia takhtajanii, Fokienia hodginsii, Podocarpus imbricatus, Cunninghamia lanceolota. This phenomenon can be explained by the small area of spirit forest (normaly smaller than 10 ha) which prevent the natural generation process. In general, the gosh forest in Sonla have a fairly large area (about12,000 ha) spreading all over the province and are well protected by local people. If appropriate management can be applied, spirit forest would significantly contribute to save biodiversity value. The forestry and Land adminisration sector should address this issue in their policy formulation.
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1 Introduction Biodiversity is our most valuable but least appreciated resource, it is the key to the maintenance of the world as we know (Wilson, E.O 1992). Vietnam contains a great wealth of biological diversity in its tropical rain forest. In a recent assessment of World Conservation Monitoring Center (WCMC), Vietnam was rated as the 16th most biologically diverse country in the world (WCMC, 1994). Endemism is high in many groups. An estimated 33% of the flora of northern Vietnam is endemic (WCMC, 1994), while it is estimated that for the entire national flora the figure is as high as 50% (Black Thai Van Trung, 1970). Forest cover was reduced from 44% in 1943 to 23% by 1983. Since 1988 the apparent forest cover has increased to just over nine million ha or 28%. However, much of this figure is made up of secondary forest and new plantations. The actual area of good quality forest cover continues to decline. Recognized the need of conserving biodiversity, since 1960 Vietnam government have decided to develop system of National Park and Conservation area. In 1995 Vietnam have 90 National Parks and Conservation area with the total area of 900,000 ha. On the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro 1992, Vietnam signed the Convention on Biological Diversity. Vietnam is also member of other International conservation agencies such as: UNESCO Man and Biosphere Program (MAB), Ramsar convention, and IUCN. In 1995, the "Biodiversity Action plan", proposed by Ministry of Technology-Science-Environment, has been approved by Vietnamese Prime Minister, which formed the legal framework for biodiversity conservation at country level. In addition to former National park system, recently studies (Hoang Xuan Ty, Le Trong Cuc 1998, Ngo Duc Thinh 1999) showed that Black Thai people, hundreds years ago, already aware the important of conserving forest and water resources. This belief is reflected in folklore, customary, traditional festival and virtually in the tradition of protecting sprit forest. The customary law clearly differentiates two kind of forest. The first is the use-forest where people are allowed to practice shifting-cultivation and collect forestry products. The second is spirit-forest that has the spirit function and are well reserved and respected by communities. There are many example in North-West uplands, where forest are nearly cleared for agriculture purposes, but each village still have a piece of forest either in the form of community-forest or spirit-forest. These forests are very important to protect watershed as well as medical-herb resources. In the past spirit-forest was belonged to communities and effectively protected by customary law and religion. But in the 1950-1980 period, because of the agricultural cooperative movement, most of the forestland was allocated to Agricultural Cooperative. Consequently, following the top-down plan, many spirit -forests were cleared for agricultural, industrial and also for military purposes. Later on, since the renovation policy (Doi moi) of Vietnamese government taken place, minority groups are also affected by economic-market driven. Under the population/land pressure people need to clear more and more forest for agricultural purpose as well as to meet the market demand. Along with the increase of intellectual standard, people are no longer believed in the spirit function of the forest. They continue cutting forest with no fear of religious punishment.
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In the case many National park project (Cuc Phuong, Cat ba, Bach ma), where forest are protected by law, the standard of law enforcement are very weak. Villagers have attacked and threatened park staff, intimidating them from enforcing the regulations properly. Park and guards approaches are necessary, with out doubt. The approach has worked to some extend in US and Europe, but it cannot succeed to the desired degree in the developing countries. The new approach is seeking to a way that helps local people understand and appreciate the benefit of biodiversity and participate into the conservation process. Beside the National parks and Natural Reserves, maintenance of exiting spirit-forest is a very cost-effective way to preserve biological diversity at community scale. It will also contribute to conserve the cultural diversity because many traditions of minority people are related to spirit-forest.



1.1 Objectives We choose Black Thai people in Maison district, Sonla province as target group. Because Mai son is located only 350-km away from Hanoi and RCFEE already have experiences with Thai people in this area. Bases on some initial findings of previous studies, the study aim to a better understand of how spirit forests contribute to biodiversity conservation in the context of Black Thai people in upland area. The specific objectives of the study are: -



To collect and document the customary law of Black Thai people related to spirit-forest issue.



-



To analyze how the social organization of Black Thai people assists customary low in protecting spirit-forest efficiently.



-



To access the biodiversity status (focus on flora only) of a use-forest and a spirit forest, thus provide a comparison between two kinds of forests.



-



To find out advantages and disadvantages of spirit-forest with respect to biodiversity conservation in today social-economic condition.



1.2 Structure of the report In chapter 1 introduce scope of the work and explain why this study is necessary. In chapter 2 a brief review of related study is given. Concept of biodiversity and spirit forest was described. Description of study area at Sonla province are given in chapter 3 Methods of the study including PRA and forest plot measurement technique are presented in chapter 4. In chapter 5, result of study including the change of spirit forest history, current status of spirit forest, spirit forest management in the context of existing legal framework is explained and discussed. Chapters 6 summaries the work and conclude with some recommendations
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2 Literature review 2.1 Biodiversity Biodiversity is the shortened form of biological diversity, referring to the variety and variability of living organisms and the ecological complexes in which they occur. This definition encompassed diversity at all levels of biological organization (for example, ecosystems, species, and genes). The term biodiversity was fist used in 1998 by Wilson and become common after the Convention on Biodiversity (CBD) in 1993. According to Wislon (1988), biological diversity must me treated more seriously as a global resource, to be indexed, used, and above all, preserved. Three circumstances conspire to give this matter an unprecedented urgency. First, exploding human populations are degrading the environment at an accelerating rate, especially in tropical countries. Second, science is discovering new uses for biological diversity in ways that can relieve both human suffering and environmental destruction. Third, much of the diversity is being irreversibly lost through extinction caused by the destruction of natural habitats, again especially in the tropics. Overall, we are locked into a race. We must hurry to acquire the knowledge on which a wise policy of conservation and development can be based for centuries to come. Many recently published sources indicate that about 1.4 million living species of all kinds of organisms have been described. Approximately 750,000 are insects, 41,000 are vertebrates, and 250,000 are plants. The remainder consists of a complex array of invertebrates, algae, and microorganism. Many researchers believed that the real number of all species would be 5 to 30 millions. In 1992 the Convention on Biological Diversity, a legal binding international agreement, was developed at the United Nation Conference on Environment and Development. It came into force in December 1993. The 150 signatories to the Convention made a commitment to “the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources. The Convention states that genetic rescues, like mineral and oil resources, are subject to national legislation, meaning that nation states have a right to set condition and limits on access to genetic resources. The Convention also states that access to genetic resources will be subject to “prior informed consent”. This is consent given after a full account of the reasons for the activity, the specific procedures involved, the potential risk, and the foreseeable outcome (Posey and Dutfield 1996) Vietnam's commitment to conserve and protect biodiversity dates back well before the government ratified the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1994 and adopted a Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) in 1995. The first national park was declared in 1962; this, along with the National Conservation Strategy (1985) and the National Plan for Environment and Sustainable Development (1991), were the foundations for the BAP. Rapid development and a growing population largely dependent on natural resources are placing increasing pressure on biodiversity. Emphasis is given to maximizing production, not to the sustainable use or management of natural systems. Over the past 50 years, almost half of the forests have been lost. The diversity of plant and animal species is also diminishing. An institutional and legislative framework is slowly being developed to safeguard natural resources but there is little capacity to enforce laws. Coordination and
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cross-sector links are lacking. Although the BAP advocates integrating biodiversity into economic development, most sectors do not do so (these points, and others, were raised in a 1998 workshop to review the BAP). An impressive number of priority projects found in the BAP have been completed or are being implemented. The BAP has succeeded in putting biodiversity on the national agenda and heightening awareness of the values of biodiversity resources. The BAP must now be updated and its implementation strengthened within the umbrella of the new National Strategy for Environmental Protection 2001-2010.



2.2 Sprit forest In the market-economic, forest is considered as a source of raw material, thus its main value is defined by commercial wood volume. This is reflected in the Forest statistical yearbook, which mostly focus on forest area, wood volume, and other management practice. From the view point of ecological research, forest is a natural resource which is important to maintain a sustainable environment by its protection function such as water regulation, prevent of soil degradation, biodiversity …etc. Beside these values, for many ethnic groups, forest also has a spirit function. Those values are reflected in their tradition, folklore - and in many groups forest is considered as a living entity which was refereed as “soul of forest”. It’s not easy to have a clear definition on spirit value of forest, because it was depend very much on the different entity, on spatial and time relationship and on the cultural context of each region. A forest, which is spiritual valuable for one group, may not have any meaning for others. In this report, the term spirit forest is used to describe any kind of forest, which in one or another way, have a spirit or/and religious function in at least one community. This is gosh forest, worship forest or watershed forest. Up to now, there were not much study on spirit forest in the region. In the Project: Community management of Natural resources, by IDRC in Cambodia, spirit forest was considered as a legal land use type and was included into Land use Planning. In Indonesia, one of the richest areas in biodiversity at Balikpapan, East Kalimantan, is spirit forest, which was protected by local people for a long time. In Vietnam, Dr. Hoang Xuan Ty in his study project “Indigenous Knowledge of minority people in the highland on agriculture and natural resource management (1998) have bring up spirit forest as one kind of forest management of ethnic people in Vietnam. Some cultural study was also mentioned spirit forest, its role in Thai culture. In several discussion with forest researchers in the regions such as Thailand, Malaysia, Nepal, China they all agree that spirit forest also exist and play certain role in their countries. However, there were not enough study on the history spirit forest, its formation and development, and its role in today social economic condition.



2.3 Thai people in NorthWest area The Thai have a population of more than 1,000,000 persons living in the provinces of Lai Chau, Son La, Hoa Binh and Nghe An. The Thai have other names such as Tay, Tay Dam, Tay Khao, Tay Muoi, Tay Thanh, Hang Tong and Pu Thay. Thai language belongs to the Tay-Thai Group. The Thai are experienced in consolidating edges, digging canals and building frames to fix gutters to convey water to the fields. Wet rice is their staple food, especially sticky rice. The Thai also cultivate rice, secondary crops and other trees on
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burnt-over land. Each family breeds cattle and poultry, wattles bamboo articles, weaves cloths and some families have developed ceramics making occupation. Thai brocade is very well-known with unique, colorful and durable motifs. In recent decades, Thai men have adopted the Kinh's style of dress, while Thai women retain their traditional clothes including short vests, long black skirts, scarves and ornaments. The Thai live in houses on stilts. A Thai village, called a ban, comprises on average 40-50 houses built side by side. Among the Black Thai, the roof is shaped like a tortoise carapace with decoration called khau cut at each of the ridge. Matrilocate is the rule in the Thai society. After the wedding, Thai man comes to live with his wife's family in several years, until the couple have child they come to live in the husband's house. The Thai's concepts of death is that they will continue their life in other world. Thus they organize funerals in a way like a farewell party to see off the dead persons to the uppermost world. The Thai group comprises many family lineages. Each lineage retains its own tabooes, for example the Lo never eats Tang Lo bird, the Quang abstains from killing tigers. The Thai people worship their ancestors, heaven, earth, ban and muong (several ban form a muong). Every year they also hold rituals to pray for good crops, starting by a ritual to greet the first thunder of the year. The Thai possess a valuable legacy of myths, legends, ancient tales, stories in verses and folksongs. The well-known epics include the Xong chu xon xao (farewell to his lover), the Khu Lu Nang Ua (Lu and Ua). The Thai knew how to in write a time immemorial, so have kept on tissue paper and leaves many vetiges of ancient literature, customs and practices and folkloric genres. The Thai like to sing, in particular recite khap with the accompaniment of string instruments and dance. Their folk dances such Xoe and Sap (bamboo dance) are performed on the stages both at home and abroad. Han Khuong and Con throwing are also of Thai's unique cultural characters.
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3 Study area Son la is the mountain province staying in West North area of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and its geographic coordinate is 20o39' - 22o00' of north latitude and 103o 11' 150o 02' of east longitude. The Yenbai and Laocai, the Vinh phu and Hoabinh, the Laichau and Thanhhoa border on its north and east and west and south, respectively. Sonla is connected to Hanoi by the Road No 6.



Study area 1: Chieng Sinh commune, Sonla town Study area 2: Chi ng Mai commune, Mai s n district



Figure 1. Administrative map of Sonla



The natural area of Sonla is 14.210 km2 taking a fifth large position of 53 provinces and cities in Vietnam. Its average of high is from 600-700 m abs. Over 80% of its total area has an average percent of slop of re than 25o. The structure of terrain of Sonla is very complicated that reflects a strong degree of the horizontal and vertical pertition of land. In Sonla, moreover, all high mountains and valleys and river as well as tow connective plateaus come along with a north west - south east direction. The row of high mountain is connective and comes from Quynh nhai district in the north through Muongla, Bac yen districts and ended in Phu yen district. The average high of this mountain range is 2000 m including a the highest peak is Phusaphin with 2874 m high. Concerning its river system, there are two major rivers called Song Da and Song Ma, which comes parallel with a long of Son la province. The two rivers have generated a relative large net of stream with an average of density of 1.8 km length/1 km2. Due to an influence of geographical characters, the weather of Sonla is also diversified. It has a particular feature but remains a character of tropic-monsoon weather. The annual average of temperature is 21oC with highest and lowest of 27 and 16.7oC respectively. The annual rainfall is 1410 mm, and the average humidity is 81%. In general, the weather in 6



Sonla province is divided into two separate seasons. The first one is cold-dry winter; during this season raining time are very rate and a rainfall account for only 10% of annual rainfall. The second season is summer, which is come early and has a heavy raining time beginning form May to September. The rainfall in this period takes about 90% of the total rainfall.



ha



Sonla has a great potential in forestry industry. At this time, the area of forest land is 10341 km2, accounting 72.8% of total natural area. The flora system is very diverse with more than 69 families and more than 300 species of which there are many valuable species such as: Chukrasia tabularis, Fokienia hodginsii, Cupressus torulosa, Keteleeria evelyniana. However during the 70th decade, forest system in Sonla has been seriously damaged. Since 1985 the remained forest area is 129,238 ha, the bare land is 890,000 ha. Figure 2 showed that, in 1985 forest area in Sonla was decreased to 129,000 ha, then slightly go up to nearly 200,000 ha in 1991 then going down again during 1992-1994 and going up again to 300,000 ha in 1999.
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Figure 2. Forest area in Sonla province from 1985 to 1999



The two study area is Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la town and Chi ng Ma commune, Mai s n district (see Figure 1). Both commune have a fairly good spirit forest. General information of 2 communes was presented in Table 1.



Commune



District



Populati on Area



Population density Monthly income/capital people/km2



Chi ng Sinh TX. S n La



5075



20.7



245



192,400 VND



Chi ng Mai Mai S n



3290



22.8



144



180,600 VND



Table 1. General information of 2-studied commune (source: people's committee)
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4 Methods Because of limitation on time and budget, we cannot apply standard method for a biodiversity study. Instead we try to use the expert knowledge, utilize the existing data, interview local people, and quick field survey.



4.1 Collection of Social-economic data in spirit forest area Social-economic survey, documentation of local regulation, traditional law related to spirit forest protection was carried out at each several village, which have spirit forest. Several tool of PRA methods were applied such as: -



Work with Commune People’s committee to collect general data on social-economic, and identify spirit forest area.



-



Interview household or group of household. Individual interview with old man.



-



Village History



-



Draw of village sketch map



-



Transaction and interview in the field



4.2 Collection of data on biodiversity in spirit forest area At each spirit forest area, 5 plots were measured to access the biodiversity status. Size of sample plot is 2000 m2: 50x40 m. Every tree with diameter at breast high more than 5 cm were measured. For the biodiversity of fauna system, it is very difficult to find out in a small-scale study like that. We try to measure this data indirectly by interview with the local people.
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5 Result and discussion Two field surveys were carried out, the first is in Sonla town; and the second is in Mai son district, Sonla province. The result showed that most of Thai village in Sonla province still have spirit forest and gosh forest. Spirit forest or worship forest is used for religion purpose as the place to celebrate the God of forest, god of mountain, god of river, whom Thai’s people believe that will bring luck to the community. Those forests were strictly protected, and received fully respection from local people. However from 1950 to 1990, the worship forest was heavily damaged. The remaining were only very small area, like a small hill with trees surrounded by agriculture land. Which may not contribute much to biodiversity conservation. The gosh forest, however, still be found in every Thai’s village with an average size of 5-10 ha. Gosh forest is the place where they buried dead people. According to Thai’s belief, the soul of dead people still live in the gosh forest, therefore it’s hardly touched by anyone. Till now, gosh forest is still in practice and be able to kept many valuable species. In the following sections we present the information collected in village around Sonla town and Maison district. Then we discussed the change of spirit forest over in Sonla province the last decades, present status of biodiversity, and current legal framework for spirit forest management in sections 5.3 - 5.4 and 5.5 respectively



5.1 Noong La village, Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la province 5.1.1 General information Noong la village is located 15 km south of Sonla town. Total area of Noong la village is 55 ha. Total population is 174 with 31 households; 100% of population is Thai people. According to old peoples, the village was established long time ago, may be 300 to 400 years. Latest available data show that in 1930 the village have only 3 households, in 1963 it grow up to 11, and in 2003 it have 31 households. It can be seen that after 60 years, the population grown up 10 times, which create a high pressure on forest resources. However the real push on forest resources is because of the war with French from 1945 to 1954 and the large-scale immigration from low land to upland area. During the 60 and 70 decade, the forest in Sonla was heavily exploited and converted to agriculture land.
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Table 2: Population, and Current land use of Noong-la village



Popul ation



174 31 house holds



area



55 ha



Agriculture land 15.1 ha



Forest land – 40 ha



(27%)



(73%)



rice



surger canne



others



gosh forest



watersed forest



potection forest



6.9 ha



7 ha



1.2 ha



4 ha



27 ha



9 ha



12.5%



12.7%



2.1%



7.3%



49%



16.3%



Table 2 showed that agriculture land per capital is only 860 m2, which is not enough for basic need of villager. Thus create a high pressure on forest resources.



5.1.2 Status of forest and forest protection All 40 ha of forestland were not allocated to individual household but collectively managed by village community. Villager also agree that forest managed by community is better protected than by household, because of following reasons: i)



The remained natural forest area is very small, therefore it should be protected to regulate the water resources, which is essential for agriculture production.



ii)



It is very difficult to equally allocate such a small forest area for every household, so the most suitable solution is to keep it as a community forest. Every member of the village has the responsibility to save and to benefit from the forest.



iii)



According to Thai’s belief “the sky, the land, and the forest is belong to everybody”. So to keep the forest as the common properties is harmonize with Thai’s tradition.



However, according to current regulation, village or village community is not a legal entity for land allocation. So in practice the village community manage the forest but they do not have the right to have the Land Owner Certificate, or Land User Certificate, which called as Red Book in Vietnam. This problem prevents the village to fully use and manage their community forest, which include spirit forest. For forest protection purposes, the Village’s forest guard team was established. The team consisted of 5 members, which were elected in the village’s meeting. Each year villager will contribute 5 kg rice/person/year to pay the fee for the team. This is a good example local people protect the forest resources by themselves for their own benefit. To make process of forest protection more clear and consistence, a village’s regulation, agreed by all Village’s member, was created. According to this, the guard team responsible for guarding and protecting forest within the village border. If any A paragraph in Nong la village regulation, violation happened, the guard team has the mentioned on forest protection enforcement
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right to stop, and temporary arrest the people who harm the forest and apply a fine according to the Village’s regulation. The fine were mainly executed as financial punishment, which increased with the value of the damaged tree - the more value able the tree, the more money need to be paid. Cutting one tree will have to pay the fine for 5 trees (see Table 3). After having this regulation, the forest violation is rarely happened. Type of tree



Fine



Tree with diameter from 1-10 cm



Each cm 2000 VND



Tree with diameter from 11-20 cm



Each cm 4000 VND



Tree with diameter > 21 cm



Each cm 5000 VND



M y lay bamboo shoot



Each shoot 2000 VND



M y bông bamboo shoot



Each shoot 5000 VND



M y phái bamboo shoot



Each shoot 20.000 VND



Note: Stealing one tree will be fine at the scale of 5 time For example stealing on May phai bamboo shoot will have to pay the fine of: 20.000 VND x 5 = 100.000 VND Table 3. Punishment for stealing tree form forest (Source: Noong la village’s regulation)



Beside the guard team, the village’s head also responsible for forest protection. He will pay the fee for the team and maintain a good collaboration between the team guard and the villager. He is also responsible for regulation enforcement. Any violation with forest need to be inform either with the guard team or with the village’s head
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Figure 3. Gosh forest at Noong la village, Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la town



Concerning the forest status, most of forest in Noong la village is secondary forest, regenerated after slash-and-burn agriculture, which is seriously degraded both in term of quality and quantity. Only the 4 ha of gosh forest is still in good condition with some valuable tree species. It was observed that there are more than 60 tree/ha which have the diameter more than 20 cm. However, compare to the original flora system , we still missing some valuable tree of North-West area such as: Parashorea chinensis, Dipterocarpus retusus, Vatica tonkinensis, Fokienia hodginsii. The main reason is because of the area of forest is too small and isolated from other forest – thus after some time the old tree fall down there are not enough seedling for natural regeneration. The result is a forest with some predominant tree species such as Knema pierrei, Lithocarpus finetii (see Table 4). Vietnamese name Latin name



Number of individual



%



Chân chim



Schefflera heptaphylla



2



6.5



D



Lithocarpus finetii



7



22.6



Hu ðay



Trema orientalis



3



9.7



Kháo nh m



Machilus odoratissima



2



6.5



Mán ð a



Archidendron clypearia



1



3.2



Máu chó



Knema pierrei



11



35.5



Trám



Canarium tramdenum



2



6.5



Sòi tía



Sapium discolor



3



9.7



ð



Table 4. Species composition of gosh forest, Noong la village, Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la town (sample plot of 2000 m2).



5.2 Phung village, S n la town 5.2.1 General information Phung village have the area of 82 ha, belong to Son la town, which located next to the Road No6. In 2003, the village has 49 households, 290 people, of which 200 people are in the working age. All villagers are Thai people. Population



Total area (ha)



Agriculture land (ha)



Forest land (ha)



Paddy field



Sloping field



Gardent



Gosh forest



Worshi p forest



Watershed forest



Rocky mountain



290



82



11.5



6



11.9



4



1.5



27



20



49 household



100%



14%



7%



15%



5%



2%



33%



24%



Table 5. Population and current land use of Phung village
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Table 5 showed that the average area for paddy field is only 360 m2/person, which is not enough for rice production. In fact, the garden, which accounted only 15% of the total area, has generated the main part of farmer’s income. However, the average income is still very low: 100.000 VND/person/year.



5.2.2 Status of forest and forest protection The forest resources of Phung village were heavily degraded. During the 70 and 80th decade, most of the natural forest, which located on the low land, has been clear for agriculture. The remaining forest area were watershed area which important for regulating the water resources. The village’s regulation stated that: -



Wood for public utility of the village can be extracted from community forest (with a small amount).



-



Wood for province need should be purchase from the market. Logging from community forest is strictly prohibited.



Bearing the fact that, the amount of wood to build a normal traditional house would cost about 50 million VND, it can be seen that local people could not afford such amount of money. In the last 10 year, most of the new house in the area was build by new style, which used mainly brick as raw material. To be able to protect the forest, the forest guard team was established. Team member was elected in the village’s meeting. Normally, people from veteran and elderly union will be selected, since those people were well respected by villager. Beside the guard team, every villager are encourage to stop any violation to forest and inform to the head of village or guard team. Worship forest Concerning 1.5 ha of worship forest, it was an important tradition to have celebration at worship forest every year to wish the luck and successful for the village. Thai’s people believe that the soul of their ancestor and the God of mountain were live in the worship forest, thus offer them with plenty of food and celebration is important to bring luck, good weather and a successful crop. A typical celebration party will last for 3 days, with the first day at worship forest, the next two days will be for traditional dancing at village. Since the worship forest has such a spiritual meaning, no one dare to touch it. Event the action likes to point the gun to the worship forest is considered as offending the forest’s God. However, after 1954, the government has a policy to abolish superstition, thus the custom of celebrating the worship forest was banned. Together with this, the large scale of immigration from lowland to upland during 1960 to 1980 have push a high pressure on forest resources. A lot of rich forest area was cleared for agriculture purposed.
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A small worship forest area, people still practicing some traditional celebration at this place



Paddy field



Figure 4. A price of spirit forest standing inside agriculture land, Phung village, Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la town



Up to now, in the new light of religious policy of Vietnam government, the custom associated with worship forest gradually comes back to many villages. However, after a long time not practicing this tradition, there are not enough people who know how to organize a real worship forest celebration event. Also as our field observation, the remained worship forest was too small, it was only a small piece of land surrounded by agriculture land. For the moment, the worship forest do not have much value in term of conservation. However, this type of forest still playing certain role in term of environment education for local people. If villager still practicing traditional celebration in worship forest and pay their resection with worship forest, it would be very likely that they will be more carefully when dealing with forest resources in general Gosh forest The area of gosh forest of Phung village is 4 ha, and located just next to the village’s entrance road. According to Mr. Ca Van Ui (73 years old, village patriarch), gosh forest normally located near to village, at flat area for the continent of the funeral. The gosh forest of Phung village was established more than 200 years ago. Till now, we still found many gravestone left in the forest (see figure 5). Villager still using this forest to buried dead people thus the forest is very well protected. Any harm to the forest is strictly prohibited.
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(b)



(a)



Figure 5. (a) Grave house of Thai people; (b) old grave stone in gosh forest (Phung village, S n la town)



The tree composition is quite diverse. In a sample plot of 2000 m2, there are more than 70 individual tree (with diameter > 5 cm) of 20 species. The predominant species are Horsfieldia glabra (12.9%), Lithocarpus proboscideus (11.4%), Amomum vespertilio (7.1%), Canarium tramdenum (7.1%). Similar to the gosh forest of Noongla village, we still missing some valuable species such as Parashorea chinensis, Vatica odorata, Fokienia hodginsii. However, considering that the gosh forest is located just next to the village and are under a high pressure of wood demand, we can conclude that the gosh forest is in very good condition id



Vietnamese name



Latin name



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



Chân chim b c b Ð n cành cong B il i B a Ch p tr n Ch o D Dung Kháo Mò lông Ngát Nh c ðen Qu ch Sãng ðá Sang máu không lông Thôi ba Thi u ð t Trám Trâm V ng



Schefflera tunkinensis Vitex holrugii Litsea baviensis Garcinia oblongifolia Beilschmiedia laevis Engelhardtia robuxrghiana Lithocarpus proboscideus Symplocos laurin Cinnadenia paniculata Cryptocarya ferrea Gironniera subaequalis Polyalthia lauii Chisochetion paniculatus Ligustrum lucidum Horsfieldia glabra Alangium chinense Amomum vespertilio Canarium tramdenum Syzygium jambos Endospermum chinensis



Number of individual 2 5 2 3 3 4 8 4 2 1 4 2 4 1 9 2 5 5 3 1



% 2.9 7.1 2.9 4.3 4.3 5.7 11.4 5.7 2.9 1.4 5.7 2.9 5.7 1.4 12.9 2.9 7.1 7.1 4.3 1.4



Table 6. Tree species composition at gosh forest - Phung village, Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la town (sample plot of 2000 m2)
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5.3 History and changed in spirit forest Spirit forest has been formed and develops along with the history of Thai people. Spirit forest was mentioned traditional regulation of Thai people, not only verbally but also in written document. According to traditional law, the forest was classified into 2 categories: the first is normal forest, which can be converted to agriculture; the second is spiritual forest, which should be fully protected and were highly respected by every people. Anyone who damaged the spiritual forest will be subjected to heavily punishment. The traditional law has sad that: “Whoever dare to damage the spirit forest will be punish in a way that he will never forget it. He will have to give silver, and gold to the community, have to buy pigs, and buffalo, and rice to preparation offering to the God. And he will have to pray 24 times. (C m tr ng, 1999). According to Mr. Lò Long Vân1, at the beginning of 20 century, there are many spiritual place around the M ng M ak area (today become Mai s n district) such as: i) Pòm minh m ng (soul mountain); ii) ng Chiêng k o (Noble graveyard); iii) Ð ng cãm (spirit forest); iv) Pòm t (hunting forest) Those places occupied a large area around Muong Muak valley. However, during the last 60 years most of this area have been converted to agriculture land or logged for wood. Only the forest in the high mountain and watershed area was remained. Looking at the change of this area, we can have an outlook of history of spirit forest at Sonla during the 20th century. M ng M ak was the center of Thai people in Sonla province, which was the place for the upper-class Thai. By interviewing old peoples and checking in the field we were able to draw a sketch map of M ng M ak at the beginning of 20th century. Figure 6 showed that, except the resident area and the surrounding agriculture area, most of the forest area in the upper part of the valley were different kind of spirit forest and were very well protected until late of the 50th decade. After 1954, as the result of the war with French, much forest area was heavily damaged. After that the immigration in large scale of King people from the lowland to upland have created more and more pressure on forest. King people with a different religious system started to exploit forest without any spiritual hesitation. The conversion of forest into agriculture land has increased during the cooperative movement in 1960s and get to its peak from 1975 to 1980. For the long period from 1954 to 1990, forest in Sonla was heavily degraded both in term of quality and quantity. Thus, the



1



Village's head of Ban village, Chi ng mai commune, Mai s n district, S n la province
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spirit forest of M ng M ak was not an exception. The change of spirit forest in Muong Muak is presented in table 7. Table 7. Change of different type of spirit forest at M



ng M ak (Mai s n district, S n la province)



Name of place



Before 1954



1954-1990



Pòm Minh M ng (Soul mountain)



The mountain is believed as the house ancestor's soul. The area was highly respected by local people. Area about 150 ha of rich forest.



The flat areas were converted to agriculture land. The remaining area, later were heavily exploited for wood.



After the promulgation of Forest protection Law (1991), the exploitation of forest was stopped. However, today, this area is only sloping field and rocky mountain.



Ð ng chiêng k o (graveyar d of noble people)



Gosh forest, being the graveyard of Thai upperclass. Area of 100 ha of rich forest. Although the forest is located in flat land but no body dare to touch it.



During the cooperative movement, most of this area were converted to agriculture



Today, this area is a maize field. Will can still found many grave stone left in the field



Hunting forest of Thai upperclass. The normal people do not allow entering this forest. Area of 100 ha, with lots of big animal such as deer, wide



The flat area was cleared for agriculture purpose. The forest in the mountain were logged



Today this area are paddy field and some rocky mountain



Pòm t (hunting forest)



1990-2003
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pig, monkey, tiger



Ð ng Cãm (worship forest)



Worship forest of M ng M ak (60 ha). This is the place for spiritual celebration to wish the luck, health for people, the good weather for a successful crop.



Were Today, there are only very small piece of converted to forest left, surrounded by agriculture land agriculture land during the cooperative period, and then were heavily logged during 19751986
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Pòm t was the hunting place for Thai's noble. Before 1950, there were plenty of animal such as deer, tiger, monkey, pig



M



ng M ak



Gosh forest, graveyard of Thai's noble. The place were cleared and converted to agrculture land, today there are still many grave stone left in the field



Sould Mountain. Before 1950 it was rich forest. Not body can entered. During the 1970-1985 it was heavily exploited for wood. Today it was bare hill and some poor sloping field.



Figure 6. Sketch map of M



Worship forest of M ng M ak, before 1945 this place is for spiritual celebration. To day it was converted to rice field



ng M ak - (Chi ng mai commune, Mai s n district)
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5.4 Biodiversity status of spirit forest in S n la province Son la province has about 480,000 Thai people, assume that each village have about 200 people, thus the whole province have about 2400 villages. If each village has approximately 5 ha of spirit forest, Son la will have 12,000 ha of spirit forest. This is just a rough estimation, however, we believe that the real number may not exceed ± 50% of the figure. Today, village community have protected spirit forest by themselves, they even create community fund to pay for forest guard. If we use the government price for 1ha of forest protection (50,000 VND/ha/year), it can be calculated that each year local people have contributed 600 million VND (12.000 ha x 50.000 VND/ha/year) for the protection of spirit forest. From the economic point of view this is a very effective way of forest protection with the participate of local people. From the conservation point of view, although spirit forest cannot compare to national park, however with a fairly large area spreading all over the province, spirit forest contain important biodiversity value. In our survey, we have found 52 woody tree species (see table 8) with several valuable species specific for the North-West area such as: Lithocarpus ducampii, Prashorea chinensis, Cinnadenia paniculata, Canraium tramdenum, Choerospondias axillaris. The average volume of our sample plot was 100-150 m3/ha. Some plot have the volume up to 200 m3/ha, with valuable species such as Gironniera subaequalis), Lithocarpus proboscideus, Vatica diospyroides reach to the high more than 30 m, and D1.3 > 100 cm. However, it has been observed that, the flora system still missing some of the key species rich forest of North-West area such as: Altingia takhtajanii, Fokienia hodginsii, Podocarpus imbricatus, Cunninghamia lanceolota. This problem can be explained by the small area of spirit forest thus prevent the natural regeneration of the high-canopy species, which do not have enough seedling to compite with the other species. The result is a composition with predominant species such as Knema globularia, Wrightia tomentosa), Horsfieldia glabra, Lithocarpus proboscideus. In Vietnam classification system, gosh forest in Sonla can be named as IIIa, IIIb, with a diversed species composition. Because of its small area, a single gosh forest do not contain in it a large number of tree species. However, since gosh forest are existed all around Sonla province, we strongly believe that, if more time and resources were available for a larger scale survey, most of the key species of North-West area would be found in gosh forest. For the biodiversity of fauna system, local people and hunter said that, there was not much animal found in gosh forest. Also, the size of gosh forest are too small to support animal as a habitat. However, due to its special function that no one can disturb and hunt inside gosh forest, gosh forest can be a good place for bird. In the scope of this study we cannot give any conclusion on this issue.



Table 8. Tree species in spirit forest, Sonla province No



Vietnam name Latin name



No



Vietnam name



Latin name
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1



ba soi



Macaranga denticulata



27



lát xoan



Choerospondias axillaris



mán ð a



Archidendron clypearia



2



b il i



Litsea baviensis



28



3



B a



Garcinia oblongifolia



29



màng tang



Litsea cubeba



4



Cà l



Caryodaphnopsis tonkinensis



30



Máu chó



Knema globularia



5



chân chim



Schefflera heptaphylla



31



Mò lông



Cryptocarya ferrea



6



Ch p trôm



Beilschmiedia intermedia



32



mu ng



Senna siamea



7



Ch o



Engelhardtia robuxrghiana



33



nanh chu t



Cryptocarya lenticellata



8



ch o tía



Engelhardtia spicata



34



ngát



Gironniaera subaequalis



9



chò ch



Prashorea chinensis



35



Ngát



Gironniera subaequalis



10



cò ke



Microsos paniculata



36



ngoã kh



Ficus fulva



11



cò ke



Microcos paniculata



37



Nh c ðen



Polyalthia lauii



12



c i



Pterocarya stenoptera



38



qu ch tía



Chisocheton paniculatus



Re



Cinnamomum parthenoxylum



13



Ðái



Archidendronm turgidum



39



14



D



Lithocarpus proboscideus



40



Sa nhân th u d u



Amomum vespertilio



15



D



Lithocarpus ducampii



41



Sâng



Pometia pinnata



16



Ð n



Vitex limonifolia



42



Sãng



Ligustrum lucidum



43



Sãng máu



Horsfieldia glabra



ð



17



Dung



Symplocos acuminata



laurina



var.



18



Dung ð t



Symplocos lucida



44



sòi tía



Sapium discolor



sung



Ficus racemosa



19



giâu da xoan



Allospondias lakonensis



45
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G i



Aglaia tomentosa



46



thôi ba



Alangim chinensis



21



G in p



Aglaia spectablis



47



th ng m c



Wrightia tomentosa



22



G i tr ng



Aglaia argentea



48



Trám



Canarium tramdenum



22



h ng bì



Clausena lansium



49



Trâm



Syzygium jambos



Trám ðen



Canraium tramdenum



24



hu ðay



Trema orientalis



50



25



Kháo



Cinnadenia paniculata



51



V ng



Endospermum chinensis



26



kháo nh m



Machilus odoratissima



52



v i thu c



Schima khasiana



5.5 Spirit forest management in the context of existing legal framework Community management of forest is existed in the highland of Vietnam for a long time and associated with the economic development, religious, and culture of the people who's live depend on forest resources. In this context, spirit forest might be the oldest form of forest management which is valid until nowadays. In recent year, implementing the forestland allocation policy of Vietnam government, many provinces have allocated forestland for community to use and manage as the forest owner or user. -



It can be seen that, community management of forest is an effective solution, which suitable for social-economic condition of ethnic group living in the highland of Vietnam.



-



According to the national forest inventory in 2000, the total forest area of Vietnam is 10.915.592 ha, in which 7.956.592 ha has been legally registered. There are more than 3 million ha of forest land was not yet managed by a legal entity. Currently, there are
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more than 2 million ha of forest, accounted 15.5% of total forest area, was used and managed by community (To Dinh Mai, 2003) -



According to the "Report on community forest management in Vietnam" of the Department for Forest Development, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural development (6/2001), in the Northerner part of Vietnam there are 828 communes have community forest which use and manage 1.435.383 ha of forest, accounted more than 60% of the total community forest in Vietnam. Within this figure, spirit forest has a big share.



However, up to now, community and community forest was not fully accepted in term of legislation. This problem creates several difficult for the use, control, management and long-term planning of forest in the highland. In the following section, we analyze some aspects of law and policy related to community and spirit forest.



5.5.1 Legal status of community and community forest Community was not recognized as a legal entity in the current law (see Table 9). -



The most important legal document related to the village community is the Civil Law (1995), according to this, an organization/individual is recognized as a legal entity if it meet the following criteria: 1) recognized or established by government 2) have a solid organization structure, 3) have assets, 4) independently participate into legal process.



According to this criteria, community is not a legal entity - thus can not have the right to allocate and use the land, do not share the benefit from land and participate into forestry development credit program of Vietnam government. -



The Land Law (1999), clearly stated that: "state allocate land to organization, household, and individual to use for long-term in two way, allocate land without fee, and allocate land with land use fee". In this document, community was not mentioned as an entity for land allocation.



-



Regulation No 163/CP dated 16/11/1999 of Prime Ministry on forest land allocation also stated that: "State allocate forest land (with and without fee) for organization, household and individual. The maximum amount of land can be allocated for a household is 30 ha with a period of 50 years"



According to the above legal documents, village community is not a legal entity to use and manage land. However, the fact in Vietnam is community already uses and manages lots of land for along time, especially in the highland. It was seen that, the community is most suitable organization to manage certain kind of forest land, forest that traditionally managed by villages. To solve this problem, several provincial governments have tried to allocate forest land to community. Up to the year 2000 Sonla and Caobang province have allocate 30,000 ha of forest to community; Hagiang province allocate 20,000 ha, Hoa binh and Lang son province allocate 10,000 ha, Bac kan province allocate 5000 ha (Pham Xuan Phuong, 1999). The new trend is that, provincial government allocates more and more natural forest for communities or group of house holds. To deal with this reality, government has promulgated several sub-regulations, which mentioned the role of community in forest management. -



Article No9, decree 17/HÐBT dated on 17/1/92 of Prime Minister on the execution of Forest protection and Development Law stated that:" villages which have used and managed forest land before the promulgated of the Forest Protection Law and Land law are recognized as the legal owner of the forest land that they currently used.
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-



Decree 29/Prime Minister dated on 11/5/1998 on the execution of Democration policy at village level stated that: "village is not an administration level but is the unit of community, and the level where the democration activity to take place directly". This Decree, stressed the role of village community in solving their own problem. Village has the right to establish the village security team, forest guard team etc.



Table 9. Law and policy related to community forest from 1991 to 1999



No



Law and policy



Promulgatio n level



Issue related to community forest



1



Forest protection and development, 1991



Prime Minister



Protection and development of existing forest, including natural forest, production forest, protection forest



2



Article 9, Decree 17/HÐBT, 1992



Prime Minister



Village community is the legal owner of forestland which have been used before 1991



3



Decree 02, 1994



Prime Minister



Government allocates forest land to organization and individual for long-term used.



4



Civil Law, 1995



Parliament



Definition of legal entity, in which community is not recognized as a legal entity



5



Decree 29/CP, 1998



Prime Minister



Democration policy at village level, which stressed the role of community on solving their own problem.



6



Decree 135, 1998



Prime Minister



National Poverty reduction program



7



Land Law, 1999



Parliament



Community is not a legal entity for land allocation



8



Decree 163/CP, 1999



Prime Minster



Forest land allocation, in which community is not recognized as an legal entity for land allocation



5.5.2 Legal status of spirit forest In term of management, spirit forest is one kind of community forest. In practice, spirit forest plays a special role in the life of ethnic group living in the highland area of Vietnam. Spirit forest has a clear boundary and is highly Every commune should have the Spirit forest. The forest respected by local people, is the house of the God of commune. though it sometime overlap Every village should have the the soul mointain. The soul with administration boundary. mountain are covered by rich forest and cloud and plenty of wild animal. In those places, even if you are the leader of the village, the leader of communes, the King of Thai, you should not harm the forest, should not put the fire on forest, should not log the tree. Do not point your gun into spirit forest or kill any animal



Thai traditional Law



Current practice in NorthWeast area showed that, while the state owned forest still being violated, the spirit forest is mostly very well protected. A typical example is case of Botanical garden of the Center for Forest research in NorthWest, where the spirit forest
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overlap with the boundary of the garden. On the land use certificate the botanical garden have the area of 40 ha, which also included 7 ha of spirit forest of Noongla Village. However, the Center for Forest Research did not use this area, but "unofficially allocate" it to the village to use because villager have used this forest for hundred years. This solution may not a sound legal alternative, but in fact is the best solution for the Center to maintain the good relation with local people. If the center tried to use the law enforcement to claim the spirit forest from Mongolia village, it would create big conflict with village. Also, from the conservation point of view, the 7 ha of spirit forest is already a good botanic garden which can maintained itself without any support from government. In our survey, we have found that, most of the Thai village in Son la province has gosh forest in different forms. Those gosh forest is either the old gosh forest or newly established because of population increased. In both old and new gosh forest, the protection was fairly good and the newly established gosh forest is promised for natural regeneration.



Figure 7. Clearing some part of gosh forest for road construction (Noong la village, Chi ng Xinh commune, S n la town)



However, most of gosh forest were not recognized as legal type of land in land use planning. During the time of our survey at Noongla village (2/2003), we have seen that part of the spirit forest was cleared for road construction. Villagers have to move old graves to other area (Figure 7). From the planning point of view, gosh forest is one kind of graveyard, a legal land use type, which is an existing need of local people. Gosh forest also associated and harmonized with many aspect of traditional culture and religious of ethnic people in the highland area. The Forestry and Land administration sector should take this issue into account to developed appropriate policy, which can facilitate the suitable use and manage of spirit forest. It will not only contribute to a better land management but also help to save biodiversity value included in spirit forest.
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6 Conclusion and recommendation -



In general spirit forest of Thai people in Sonla can be divided into two categories: i) gosh forest, and ii) worship forest. Gosh forest is the forest where dead people were buried - according to Thai's belief this is the place where the soul of dead people still lives for another life. Therefore any violation to gosh forest is prohibited. Worship forest is the place to celebrate the God of mountain and river, which is also strictly protected by its cultural value.



-



Before 1954 population were still very low, and people still strongly believe in spiritual value of spirit forest- thus gosh forest and worship forest were well protected.



-



From 1950th to middle of 1980th , most of worship forest in Sonla has been cleared for agriculture purposes. To now, worship forest is only remained as a very small piece of land with a few trees, normally less that 1 ha/village. Therefore, worship forest may not have much value in term of biodiversity conservation. However, as local people still pay respection to this type of forest, it still has certain role in term of environmental education for young generation.



-



Most of Thai village in Sonla have gosh forest, with area from 2-10 ha. It was estimated that there are 12,000 ha of gosh forest in Sonla province. Today Thai people still practice the tradition of buried dead people in the gosh forest, thus the protection of this forest is very good. Both the tradition law and the new village regulation were mentioned gosh forest as strictly protected.



-



Gosh forest can be classified as IIIa or IIIb class, with average volume of 100-150 m3/ha. Due to its small area, each individual gosh forest was not containing a rich species composition. However, with a system of gosh forest all over the Sonla province, spirit forest would be able to save most of the key valuable species of the North-West area.



-



Spirit forest is one type of community forest. Spirit forest has a clear boundary with other type of land use and is highly respected by Thai people. In practice, if spirit forest were overlapped with land of other organization. They normally, return this part to the community. From view point of land use planning, spirit forest is equal to graveyard land. This is a real need and should be addressed in land use planning at provincial level. The Forestry and Land administration sector should take this issue into account to developed appropriate policy, which can facilitate the suitable use and manage of spirit forest. It will not only contribute to a better land management but also help to save biodiversity value included in spirit forest



-



The 5 million ha Afforestation Program, and other conservation program would look at spirit forest as a new approach, which can combine biodiversity with cultural conservation.



-



This is necessary to have the following study with larger scale on spirit forest of other ethnic group such as T y, Nùng, Dao, H’mong in the North and ; Bana, Ê ê, Mnong in the Central highland. This kind of study will enable us to have outlook and a deeper understanding of the oldest forest conservation model, which were not paid much attention before.
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